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Summary

This is version 1.0.0 of the registry of CITE2 URN subnamespaces, listed alphabetically by subnamespace abbreviation. Release versions of this registry are maintained at https://crossworks.holycross.edu/cite2-subnamespaces/.

Version numbers follow the principle of semantic versioning. Major numbers are incremented when one or more records are deprecated; minor versions are incremented when new records are added; patch versions are incremented when associated information is modified without change to the mapping of subnamespace abbreviation to full URI.

A machine actionable version of this registry is available through the CITE Services API from http://cite-architecture.org/cite2-sns/.

Submit requests for additions to this subnamespace through https://github.com/cite-architecture/cite2-sns-registry.

For information about the CTS URN namespace, see http://cite-architecture.org/cite2urn/.

Registry

botcar

URI: http://folio.furman.edu/ctsns/cite2/botcar

Status: current

Summary description (one line) of the corpus identified by this subnamespace: Data collections of data related to the early scientific exploration of the Carolinas.

More information:  https://github.com/Enmaeus/fuCiteDX/blob/master/namespaces.md

cite

URI: https://cite-architecture.github.io/cite2urn

Status: current

Namespace for uniquely identified concepts in the CITE Architecture

More information: http://cite-architecture.github.io/cite2urn
fufolio

URI: http://folio.furman.edu/ctsns/cite2/fufolio
Status: current
Summary description (one line) of the corpus identified by this subnamespace: Data collections for research and teaching in the Department of Classics at Furman University.
More information: https://github.com/Eumaeus/fuCiteDX/blob/master/namespaces.md

hmt

URI: http://www.homermultitext.org/cite2ns/hmt
Status: current
Namespace for CITE2 Collections in the Homer Multitext project
More information: https://homermultitext.github.io/

mid

URI: http://hcmid.github.io/cite2ns
Status: current
Namespace for CITE2 Collections in the Holy Cross Manuscripts, Inscriptions and Documents Club
More information: https://hcmid.github.io/